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QUESTION: 141
 
You're using a Novell Linux Desktop workstation and need to access your iFolder server.
 
What command would you enter at a shell prompt to start iFolder on your workstation?
 

Answer: IFOLDER,/OPT/NOVELL/IFOLDER3/BIN/IFOLDER ,  A
 

QUESTION: 142
 
You're planning the deployment of a new Open Enterprise Server network. You will create
 
a new eDirectory tree with the first OES server you install. Each server in the tree will
 
function in a specified role. You plan to install the following servers:
 
DA1. DA1 will be an OES Linux server that will function as an iFolder server and as the
 
NTP time provider for the network.
 
DA2. DA2 will be an OES NetWare server that will be used to create an iSCSI SAN using
 
the other servers in the network.
 
DA3: DA3 will be an OES Linux server that will run a MySQL database for a network
 
application.
 
DA4: DA4 will be an OES Linux server that will run Samba.
 
DA5: DA5 will be an OES Linux server that will run iManager to provide remote
 
management services for the entire network.
 
Which server should be the first server installed in the eDirectory tree?
 

A. DA1 
B. DA2 
C. DA3 
D. DA4 
E. DA5 
F. It doesn't matter which OES server is installed first in the eDirectory tree. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 143
 
Which daemon provides the Novell Remote Manager service on an OES Linux server?
 

A. rmgrd 
B. nrmd 
C. httpd 
D. novell-nrmd 
E. novell-httpd 
F. novell-httpstkd 
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Answer: F 

QUESTION: 144 
You are planning an implementation of iPrint on an OES Linux server and you are 
concerned about spooled print jobs consuming excessive amounts of disk space on your 
server's root (/) disk partition. To keep this from happening, you decide to create a separate 
disk partition for the directory that will contain spooled print jobs. Which directory should 
be used for the mount point of this disk partition? 

A. /etc 
B. /opt 
C. /usr 
D. /var 
E. /home 
F. /iprint 
G. /bin 
H. /sbin 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 145
 
You need to allow a file named update.sh executable by its owner (and no other users).
 
Which command will do this?
 

A. exec update.sh 
B. chmod +x update.sh 
C. chmod u+x update.sh 
D. chmod g+x update.sh 
E. chuser +x update.sh 
F. chmod u=rw update.sh 
G. execute update.sh -user 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 146 
Which eDirectory object is LUM-enabled by default when LUM is installed on an OES 
Linux server? 

A. Admin 
B. [Public] 
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C. The OES Linux server object. 
D. NSS volume objects on the OES Linux server. 
E. The server object that contains the master replica of the root partition of the tree. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 147
 
Which objects can you associate with a workstation package? (Choose 3.)
 

A. User 
B. Group 
C. Alias 
D. Server 
E. Printer 
F. Profile 
G. Container 
H.Workstation 
I. Workstation Group 

Answer: G, H, I 

QUESTION: 148 
When the User search category is created in eGuide, which of the following LDAP classes 
are included by default (assuming eGuide uses an eDirectory tree for the directory 
service)? (Choose 3.) 

A. Person 
B. ldapUser 
C. GroupOfNames 
D. otherMailbox 
E. organization 
F. InetOrgPerson 
G. organizationalUnit 
H. OrganizationalPerson 
I. strongAuthenticationPerson 

Answer: A, F, H 

QUESTION: 149 
You need to manage file system rights for files on an NSS volume on an OES Linux 
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server. What utility can you use to do this? 

A. nssmu 
B. nflag 
C. filer 
D. rights 
E. fileman 
F. Konqueror 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 150 
You are preparing to deploy Universal Password on an OES NetWare server. You've 
loaded SDIDIAG.NLM to check the container where your users reside for SDI Key 
consistency. If the container you want to check is LGA.DA in the DA-TREE eDirectory 
tree, which command would you enter at the SDIDIAG prompt? 

A. CHECK -v >> sys:system\sdinotes.txt -n LGA 
B. CHECK -v >> sys:system\sdicheck.txt -n LGA.DA. 
C. SDICHECK -v >> sys:system\sdicheck.txt -n LGA.DA. 
D. SDICHECK -v >> sys:system\sdicheck.txt -n *.LGA.DA. 
E. CHECK -v >> sys:system\sdinotes.txt -n LGA.DA.DA-TREE. 
F. CHECK -v >> sys:system\sdinotes.txt -n *.LGA.DA.DA-TREE. 
G. SDICHECK -v >> sys:system\sdinotes.txt -n LGA.DA.DA-TREE. 

Answer: E 
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